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BASIC INFORMATION
wh e r e / w h e n
Shooting Location
Production Locations
Shooting Date
Release Date

Gates of the Arctic National Park and Preserve, Alaska, USA
Anchorage, Alaska and Chicago, Illinois
July 2013
March 2014

T ECH N IC A L
Length
Shooting format
Camera Setup
Production software
Production format
Exhibition format

3 minutes 25 seconds
SLR still photography
Nikon D7100 with Nikon 55-200mm and Tokina 11-17mm lenses
Adobe Photoshop CS6, Adobe AfterEffects 5.5
Digital, square pixels, 1920x768px resolution, uncompressed .avi
Digital preferred; DVD and Blu-Ray available where required

CRED I TS
Film Production
Text

Paxson Woelber
Adapted from Robert Marshall, Alaska Wilderness: Exploring the Central
Brooks Range. Adaptation by Paxson Woelber

Voice Acting
Music
Expedition Members

Bruce Bayley Johnson
Origamibiro, used under Creative Commons license
Brett Woelber, Chelsea Ward-Waller, Luke Douglas, Paxson Woelber,
Jason Mercer (does not appear in film)
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Synopsis & background
Synopsis
Using text adapted from Robert Marshalls “Alaska Wilderness: Exploring the Brooks Range” (1929)
and images from Expedition Arguk (2013), “The World Beyond the World” aims to celebrate that most
ancient and sublime of human pleasures: moving through a mysterious, beautiful, and unknown
landscape.

b ackgr o u n d
In the 1920’s and 1930’s, American conservationist Robert Marshall became the first EuropeanAmerican to explore and map much of the remote Brooks Range Mountains, in the Alaska Arctic. His
writing, collected into “Alaska Wilderness: Exploring the Central Brooks Range,” has become a classic
in conservationist and outdoor literature, bursting with the ecstatic joy of discovery and Marshall’s
boundless love for wild places.
Little has changed in the Brooks Range since Marshall’s days. Today, Gates of the Arctic National
Park and Preserve, the Noatak Wilderness, Kobuk Valley National Park, and other adjacent areas
form one of the largest contiguous wilderness regions in the world. Gates of the Arctic National Park
and Preserve alone encompasses over 8.4 million acres, without a single road, trail, or campground.
Visitors who manage to make it there experience a vast and untouched landscape of scoured glaciers,
sweeping tundra valleys, and countless craggy nameless peaks.
Yet despite its remoteness, change is coming to the Arctic. Global warming is occurring at a highly
disproportionate rate there, and the cold, low-energy environment is highly susceptible to pollution.
Development for mining and fossil fuel interests threatens to bisect the Park with roads. However,
because the Alaska Arctic is so distant and travel within it is so difficult, this critical region remains far
from the public consciousness.
In 2013, Expedition Arguk crossed over 300 miles of the Alaska Arctic by foot and packraft, from the
heart of the Brooks Range to the edge of the Arctic Ocean. “The World Beyond the World” is our first
film, and aims to increase understanding of the Alaska Arctic by combining Marshall’s joyful prose
with cutting-edge parallax and time-lapse imagery created by Expedition Arguk. Though Marshall
wrote nearly a century ago, the joy and excitement that he felt in the Brooks Range is still available to
visitors today. We hope that “The World Beyond the World” can help keep it that way.
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E x p edi t ion memb ers
The following individuals are members in Expedition Arguk and, with the exception of Jason (who
joined the expedition after shooting took place), appear in “The World Beyond The World.”

p ax s on w oelber
Media Production

Bre t t w oelber
Team Leader, Geologist, Hydrologist

C h els ea ward- waller
Logistics, Geologist

LU K E DOU GLAS
Finance and fundraising

J AS ON MERC ER
Biologist
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B iogr ap hie s
p a x so n woelber
Media Production: concept, photography, color grading, parallax effects,
editing, text adaptation, sound, etc.
Born and raised in Anchorage, Alaska, Paxson grew up in the outdoors,
climbing, camping, and whitewater canoeing in the rugged Chugach
Mountains. He graduated with Highest Honors in Film and Media Culture
from Middlebury College, in Vermont, and completed a postbaccaulaureate
program in design and technology at SFAI in San Francisco. His photography
has appeared on Google, the Huffington Post, USA Today, LinkedIn, the Alaska Dispatch, and
more. His artwork and illustration has been featured twice on DeviantArt, the largest online arts
community. His animation has won several awards; his animation Reflection went viral in 2007 and
earned over 1.5m hits and led to a personal profile in Popular Mechanics magazine.
Paxson currently works as a professional graphic and web designer, animator, and media consultant
in Chicago, IL, and Anchorage, AK. In 2013, Paxson backpacked and packrafted across 300 miles of the
Alaska Arctic as the media production expert on Expedition Arguk.

o r i gam i b i r o

bru c e bay ley j oh ns on

Music

Voice Acting

“Origamibiro are a multi-practice audiovisual

Bruce Bayley Johnson’s voice acting career

artist collective, comprised of composer /

includes roles as Mr. Swirly and many others

producer and sonic artist, Tom Hill, video artist,

on Disney’s hit TV series “Doug”, and as Mr.

The Joy of Box and musician, Andy Tytherleigh.

Spudinski, the couch potato on Disney’s “Jo Jo’s

Originally started out as a solo project by Hill

Circus.” His video game work includes the hit

in 2007 with the release of Cracked Mirrors

PS2 Game “Legend of Kay”. He has narrated

and Stopped Clocks (Expanding Records),

dozens of children’s videos for Random House,

Origamibiro has since become a collective who’s

Scholastic, and Weston Woods. His advertising

work combines film soundtracks, performance,

work includes clients such as Diet Coke,

gallery art installations and a variety of mixed

French’s, Lever 2000, and Tyco. Bruce currently

media works.” - Free Music Archive

lives in upstate New York.
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S CR EENSHO T S
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F AQ
1 . WHER E WA S TH I S SH OT?
“The World Beyond the World” was shot entirely on-location
in Gates of the Arctic National Park and Preserve, in the
Brooks Range Mountains of Alaska. At over 8.4 million acres,
Gates of the Arctic is the second-largest National Park in

Alaska

the United States, and, together with the adjacent Noatak
National Preserve, North Slope Region, and Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, forms one part of
one of the largest and most remote wilderness areas in the world. The difficulty in accessing
this region and its challenging weather mean that Gates of the Arctic sees very small numbers of
visitors, and it remains vastly underappreciated as one of America’s national outdoor treasures.

2. WHAT E q u I P M E N T a n d programs DI D YOU U S E?
“The World Beyond the World” is comprised of still photography shot on a Nikon D7100 camera,
with Tokina 11-17 and Nikon 55-200VR lenses. Images were cut into layers in Adobe Photoshop,
using a Wacom Intuos 3 tablet. The time lapse footage and parallax motion shots were assembled
in Adobe After Effects. Final media encoding was performed in Adobe Media Encoder.

3. h o w d i d yo u m a k e th e “3 D” s h ots ?
These shots use what is broadly known as a “parallax effect.” The basic principle has been used
since the earliest days of animation, though the tools and techniques used to create it have
changed. Imagine looking out the window of a moving train: the foreground rushes by in a blur,
while the mid-ground moves at a moderate rate and the background barely seems to move at all.
This differential motion at different distances creates a strong perception of depth.
In “The World Beyond the World,” individual photos are cut apart into layers and then arranged
in a virtual three dimensional space. Then, a virtual camera is moved through that space, creating
the illusion of motion and depth. Most productions that use this technique rely on only a few
layers to create a pleasing, but obvious, effect. In “The World Beyond the World,” most shots use
between 10 and 20 layers, enough that the separations between layers can be difficult to see at
once, creating a surreal feeling that matches the landscape itself.
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r e vie ws
“

If you’ve never considered a trip to Gates of the Arctic National Park, that’s about to change...
Since last July, [Paxson Woelber] has pieced together photos and footage of the national park
from a 2013 expedition to create a stunning video titled ‘The World Beyond The World.’ The
final result? A marriage of old and new with sense-tingling narration that could put Morgan
Freeman in ‘March Of The Penguins’ to shame.

”

- Th e H u f f i ngton Post C anada
		
The World Beyond The World’ Will Send Shivers Down Your Spine
		
Published April 4, 2014

“

This three-and-a-half-minute video is as beautiful and mesmerizing as anything that I’ve seen
recently. It features narration based on the words of Robert Marshall’s “Alaska Wilderness: Exploring
the Brooks Range” from 1939, with unbelievable photos taken from an expedition into that region
from 2013. It is a very creative and wonderful clip that will inspire you to get out and explore.

- Th e a dv e n tu re blog
		
Video: The World Beyond The World

”

		
Published April 9, 2014

“

If you’ve ever wanted to hike through the Brooks Range, check out this epic movie about the
wilderness that surrounds you.

”

- Th e SI E R R A C LU B
		
via Facebook

“

Check out this stunning video... In 2013, the members of Expedition Arguk walked and packrafted
across 300 miles Alaskan Arctic wilderness in order to report on Arctic issues from this far-off but
increasingly important region.

”

- o sp r e y bac k p ac k s
		
via Facebook
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P R AIS E F R O M V I M E O
Available at https://vimeo.com/89216531
“I greatly appreciated this on many levels. Having been through the Brooks Range and hunting on the
North Slope, it brought the landscape to life.”
“Wow. Just Wow. So good!”
“Great blend of a variety of effects and tastefully applied too... This is one of those short films I will
watch again and again...”
“Absolutely breathtaking short film. Your images and the text used carried the exact weight and
grandeur of the place.”
“Your work brings up so much adventurer’s vibe, simply loving it.”
“Amazing work! Alaska has been home to me for over 30 years. For 25 summers, I guided backpack
and river trips in the Brooks Range. Gates of the Arctic and the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge feel
like a second home to me. This is a beautiful portrayal of this magic world.”
“This is so beautiful! And the narration fits to the video perfectly. Well done!”
“Fantastic. This video is a treasure.”
“Buff. What a great tecnichal video.”
“I must have watched this video at least 20 times over the last week, with the goose bumps on my
arms every single time.”
“You’ve brilliantly captured all the wildness, mystery and utter remoteness that made this
magnificent region so worthy on national park status.”
Quotes from Vimeo users Makai Creative, Jacob Callaghan, LRH (LDC), Grayson Ridge, David &
Oliver, Ak Yak, Vakuwiti, Ivan Dominguez, EduMB, Willem Vandoorne, & Dee Frankfourth.
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C on t ac t
M ain Co n ta c t:
Paxson Woelber
pwoelber@gmail.com
347.971.1518

s eco n d a ry c o n ta c t:
Brett Woelber
bwoelber@gmail.com
907.242.3097
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